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  A  pool cue can be an incredible present for a beginning pool player and  for an enthusiast.
You most likely wouldn't choose to purchase a pool  cue for a very fervent or qualified player as
they'll want to buy their  own or have a customized pool cue.

When buying a pool cue there  are a few things to remember. If the person you're purchasing a
pool cue  for is a beginner or novice you want to ensure that you find them a  heavy-duty pool
cue. Sturdiness is especially critical if you have  concerns that they may be somewhat rough
with the cue (for example when  they hit a bad shot). 

Also, let's face it, they want to look  good while playing pool so a handsome pool cue will make
them feel a  little better about their game. You will find that there are many  different ranges of
inlays and craftsmanship to contemplate. The  appearance may not be your chief concentration
but don't lose sight of  its importance. 

Pool Cue - The Resources

You will need to  be aware of the material the pool cue is made out of. The harder the  material
used in the pool cue the more force there will be in the shot.  Softer materials supply enhanced
control.

The two principal  materials used in a pool cue are fiberglass/graphite and not  surprisingly,
wood. Wood is the pool cue of preference for serious and  fervent pool players. Wood can warp
and require upkeep so some novice  and beginner players rather a fiberglass or graphite pool
cue. Keep in  mind, if they play in tournaments their pool cue will must be approved  and not all
are.

The weight of the pool cue is also imperative. A  pool cue will weigh in between 18 and 21
ounces. A number of pool  players favor a heavier cue while others favor a lighter cue, much
like  baseball players with bats. Pool cues sometimes have detachable weight  bolts for players
who like diverse weights of cues for breaking versus  playing, etc.

Pool Cue - The Segments
There are 2 central  sections of a pool cue - the butt and the shaft. The butt is the lower  section
and is heavier than the shaft. The shaft is the narrowed end  that ends with a tip. The joint
between the 2 is thought to be  imperative. The material used for the joint and the width of it is
going  to effect how the cue "plays". If they're a beginner chances are you'll  want a wider joint
since they are a little more strong.
The wrap of a  pool cue is also a factor that ought to be considered. If the person  happens to
sweat considerably, get a leather-wrapped grip. If not, you  are able to consider a nylon or wood
grip. When it comes to the tip a  leather tip normally provides you with added manipulation
which is vital  for somebody who wants to have maximum influence of the ball.
Obviously  the cost of the pool cue is a necessary factor. If you're going to be  buying a pool cue
as a gift you ought to get the best cue within your  funds. Take into account the criteria outlined
above and you will pick a  pool cue that the recipient will be thrilled with.
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